The provisions of the geodetic law contain the term "Structures permanently attached to buildings". These are elements that make up a set of attributes of buildings. At present, attributes of buildings are very complex, giving rise to discussion in the surveying environment. Many of them are impossible to be unambiguously and immediately de ned by the surveyor. The surveyor is obliged to identify structures permanently attached to buildings, to de ne them, and to enter these structures with all their attributes into appropriate databases. This research paper presents the analysis consisting of certain aspects related to an attempt to de ne these attributes and to determine the principles of assigning their de nitions to construction realities. For this purpose, the legal regulations and case-law concerning the studied attributes were referred to. Then, symbolic representation for the presented structures was analysed, as regards its use on geodetic maps. An important element in uencing the introduced changes was identi ed, which is a sign of the times, i.e. digitization of the geodetic and cartographic documentation database. Finally, the Author proposed what changes should be made with respect to the amount of the information collected on structures permanently attached to buildings, as well as to the methods of their presentation on maps.
Introduction
The provisions of the geodetic law contain the term "Structures permanently attached to buildings". These are elements that make up a set of attributes of buildings. At present, attributes of buildings are very complex, giving rise to discussion in the surveying environment. Many of them are impossible to be unambiguously and immediately de ned by the surveyor. The surveyor is obliged to identify structures permanently attached to buildings, to de ne them, and to enter these structures with all their attributes into appropriate databases (Buśko, 2016; Mika, 2016) .
Legal regulations on principles of recording structures permanently attached to buildings
The concept of structures permanently attached to buildings has been in use since 2013. Appendix 1, Chapter 2, of the Regulation of the Minister of Administration and Digitization of 12 February 2013 on the geodetic database of the utility network documentation database, database of topographic objects and the base map (Regulation, 2013b) mentions the "Catalogue of objects constituting the contents of the base map". The catalogue speci es that items 40-43 and 45-50 structure permanently attached to a building". The entry from the Appendix is illustrated in Figure 1 . Then, Appendix 5, Chapter 6, on "Editing of the cartographic contents of the base map" names the structures which are the contents of the base map, together with identifying the database which is the source of capturing information about individual structures. For structures permanently attached to buildings, it is the database of the register of land and buildings. According to the Catalogue items, they are listed in the table containing the "List of objects constituting the contents of the base map" under numbers 40-43 and 45-50 (Tab. 1). It is di cult to understand the logic behind listing such an order of elements in the table where the item 44 (overhang), which belongs to a di erent group of objects (a block of a building) and the item 49 (passage through a building), are located between objects which all belong to one group. Pursuant to the above regulation of 12 February 2013 on GESUT (surveying records of the network of public utilities), BDOT (database of topographic objects) and MZ (the base map) (Regulation, 2013b) , in the amendment to the regulation of 29 November 2013 on the register of land and buildings (Regulation, 2013a) , §63a provides for structures permanently attached to buildings. However, §63a refers only to a possibility of entering structures permanently attached to buildings, and not to their obligatory record. Such an approach of the legislator results in voluntary entering or non-entering of the elements that signi cantly in uence a representation of a building on the map being fully acceptable. It is hard to visualise an image of a building on the map without, for example, stairs, or a terrace, or an access ramp for the disabled, which constitute important information about a given building. This optionality probably results from the previous regulations in the form of technical guidelines, where these elements belonged to the group of optional information. However, the fact that they are permanently attached to buildings means that they are in fact always presented together with a building. Therefore, it is important to properly enter information about buildings into relevant documents which present data changes in the register of land and buildings (Buśko and Przewięźlikowska, 2016) . §63a (Regulation, 2013a) In addition to the outline of a building and its blocks, the cadastral database may contain building structures permanently attached to buildings, including: terrace, veranda, vestibule, stairs, support, ramp, entrance to the under- It should be noted that §63a does not mention a porch, which is contained in the regulation on the base map. However, it is listed in the regulation on the register of land and buildings in the UML Application Diagram in Diagram: DanePrzedmiotoweSlowniki. It can be assumed that the veranda and porch can be treated interchangeably, as indicated in the diagram (Fig. 2) . The porch is listed as separate from the veranda also in §2.1.9 Regulation (2013a) as an element which is not considered to be a chamber. §2 
De nitions of structures permanently attached to buildings
It is therefore worth analysing whether there are legal de nitions for the structures discussed. The case is important mainly because the surveyor is obliged to unambiguously represent structures on the map and describe them in the Building Record Data Sheet. These objects constitute a set of attributes of buildings, which is currently extremely complex (Buśko, 2017) . The existing de nitions of structures permanently attached to buildings are based on available dictionaries. These include: Polish Language Dictionary (2017), Szolginia (1975) , Szolginia (1992) .
However, these dictionaries are not the legal interpretation. Moreover, they are not unambiguous, which is revealed during actual construction proceedings. The de nitions of the structures have been collected, analysed and included in the publication (Benduch et al., 2017c) . A fragment of this analysis is presented in Table 3 .
Numerous court judgements are proofs of problems with de ning some structures permanently attached to buildings. Unambiguous de nitions of the terrace, veranda, porch and vestibule seem to be the most troublesome. The porch was added to the de nition of the veranda as a synonymous structure, as suggested by the previously presented legal regulations. While analysing court judgements in which structures permanently attached to buildings play a signi cant role, it is evident that there is a problem of no clear de nition of these objects. Examples of such judgements include: The basic factor determining the quali cation of a given structure as a terrace is no roof over it. A terrace can be located on the ground or at the level of a oor or landing, supported on pillars. The cadastre will not show terraces located on the roofs of buildings. Veranda Porch Extension covered with a roof which is located at the entrance to a building, adjacent to its outer wall, with partially open or glazed walls, mainly serving as a relaxation area.
It is important to correctly distinguish between a veranda and a terrace. Considering the fact that a terrace can not be roofed, it should not be di cult in practice. A veranda in the cadastre is identi ed with a porch. It is sometimes confused with a vestibule.
Vestibule
A small, enclosed room, located at the entrance to a building or at, used to stop the ow of cold air from outside.
A vestibule is a walled, enclosed space, located at the entrance to a building. It usually has a window. It is generally made of the same material as the building.
Judgement of the Provincial Administrative Court in Poznań of 13 September 2017, Ref. No. IV SA/Po 326/17
Despite the lack of a legal de nition of the term "veranda", it shall be understood as the additional usable space located on the ground oor of a building, usually at its front side, with a roof, frequently enclosed with glass or wooden partitions -walls or openwork screens. A veranda is often located at the entrance to the building and, just like a terrace or a balcony, has a relaxation function.
Judgement of the Supreme Administrative Court in Warsaw of 27 January 2017, Ref. No. II OSK 1220/15
For clari cation, it should be noted that a terrace speci ed in §2 clause 9 of the plan as appurtenant land development (next to the objects of landscape architecture) does not have a legal de nition.
The publication "Principles of measuring usable oor space of premises" (Gaca, 2016) In this respective case, a summer shed was subjected to taxation, and the rst disputable issue was whether it was exempt from taxation subject to its development area, or not.
For this judgement, the provisions of the Act of 20 March 2015 amending the act -Construction Law and some other acts (Act, 2015) are signi cant. Namely, in Article 2 of the Act of 13 December 2013 (Act, 2013) ". It is, therefore, extremely important which structures permanently attached to buildings will be included in the register and how they will be interpreted by the surveyor. This applies to summer sheds, but it is equally important for all buildings entered into the register of land and buildings. Therefore, when trying to look closer at the provided examples of various buildings, in numerous cases, the recipients will have doubts related to identifying elements attached to the building. Let us try to determine what structures are attached to the building in Figure 3 -a terrace or a veranda? So how should the surveyor name and then represent individual objects on the map? According to the Author of this research paper, these elements should be interpreted as described in the Figure 3 . Another example which questions the proper interpretation of structures is illustrated in Figure 4 . It is uncertain whether these objects in the photographs are: Canopy over Terrace, Veranda or covered Terrace? The problem is particularly important for land surveyors, because canopies, with the exception of bus shelters, are not represented on the maps in the current legal regulations. And yet, in the construction industry, such structures occur quite frequently, and it is sometimes di cult to replace them with a di erent term if they clearly serve as a shelter, for example, as a carport or a woodshed, and are attached to a building. There is also a respective court judgement on the subject: "A terrace roofed with steel canopy as a building structure": According to the authority, both the canopy and the terrace should be treated as a single building structure, despite the fact that they were constructed in various stages. The court in its judgement pointed out that the canopy was the roo ng of the terrace and of the camping trailer standing next to it. At the same time, the pillars of the canopy were permanently attached to the terrace. The authority also indicated that the legal status of both the terrace and the canopy was identical. Hence, it was reasonable to settle the matter with one decision, as for a building structure being one whole.
As a result, another description of "the canopy" appears which can be interpreted di erently by land surveyors. Before the amendment of the regulations in 2015, it was represented on the maps. Thus, according to the Author, the examples of roofing over the developed paved area illustrated in Figure 4 , where the surveyor may have some doubts in interpretation, would be best described as a roofed terrace, regardless of the function they perform. Such a de nition would not cause inconsistencies in the speci cation of the attributes, as it would not raise any doubts in interpretation.
The examples illustrated in subsequent photos in Figure 5 may pose a big interpretation problem in distinguishing between the veranda and terrace. According to the Author, Figure 5 demonstrates examples of structures attached to buildings which can be classi ed as "verandas" in the verbal description of the attribute due to permanent glazed walls together with a permanent roof. Another solution could be to include them into the outline of the building as a single whole. When the walls of the terrace attached to a building are partially open or covered in an loose manner, and the structure is clearly intended to be a relaxation area, it is a di erent case. Then, it should be classi ed as a covered terrace, not as a veranda. This is the way they are interpreted by architects and builders. The substrate of such a terrace should be of particular importance for illustrating on the map. If it is permanently afxed to land, then it should be marked with a continuous line on the map, as it is an important element for the development of the area around the building. Such examples are illustrated in Figure 6 . Figure 7 presents a residential building where, in the descriptive part of the construction design, there is a "porch with a vestibule function". From the surveying point of view, this is a very dubious object to represent on the map as a separate structure. A vestibule is a place that is important due to its function inside the building. It is unreasonable to wonder whether it might be a porch. Such considerations are completely unnecessary and too detailed. Therefore, looking at the external image of the building, each of its elements, especially the vestibule which is made of the same material as the rest of the building, should be included in the building's outline, such as the other walls of the building, without delving into its internal character. Such a record was already included in the Technical Guideline K-1 of 1979, where §90 sets out: Permanent extensions are marked with the same symbols as buildings. No one then delved into what was inside that extension.
Symbolic representations of structures permanently attached to buildings
In the context of correct de nition of the type of a structure permanently attached to a building, the variability of these struc- tures over the years is extremely important, due to frequent legal changes a ecting their types and symbolization used on geodetic maps. This variability consists in: changing the types of structures, changing their names, and changing the geometry of these structures. Such variability is also responsible for the prolonged time of information ow between the systems because the cadastral data is not updated in an automated manner (Przewięźlikowska and Buśko, 2014) . The Prussian materials that are still used for the modernization of the register of land and buildings (Przewięźlikowska, 2015) are a good example of documents that are still easily interpretable today.
In order to analyse the variability of structures, six provisions concerning the symbolic representation on the base map regarding the discussed issue were compared, in the period from 1969 to the current 2018. The analysed guidelines and regulations include Guideline D-II (1969) , Technical Guideline K-1 (1979), Technical Guideline K-1 (1995), Technical Guideline K-1 (1998), Regulation (2013b), Regulation (2015) .
The analysis involved the division of structures permanently attached to buildings into three tables: 4, 5 and 6, where structures of similar character were grouped. Despite earlier analyses limited only to selected structures, this part of the research paper will discuss changes in all structures permanently attached to buildings, since the di erences occur in many cases and at di erent levels of detail. Table 4 demonstrates the symbolization of the structures which are the most controversial in their correct de nition and classi cation to the appropriate type, namely: terrace, veranda, porch, vestibule. These structures are analysed as follows:
• Terrace -present in all legal regulations since 1969. It has open and covered versions, it used to be identi ed with a ramp, it can be identi ed with a veranda, it was identi ed with a canopy if constructed on supports and the canopy was under it. Currently, according to the proposed de nition, only roo ess structures may be quali es as terraces.
• Veranda -present in all legal regulations since 1969. It was then identi ed with a covered terrace. Since 1995, the veranda has been equated with a terrace, without distinguishing whether it is an open or covered structure. A signicant change introduced in 2013 is distinguishing between a terrace and veranda again, and adding the porch as synonymous to the veranda. • Vestibule -it has been in the register of land and buildings as a building structure since 2013. In its symbolization, it is similar to a covered terrace from the earlier regulations.
A distinct change in the symbolization occurs in the legal regulations of 2013 and 2015. Table 5 contains structures such as stairs and skylights. As for these objects, there were relatively few changes from the point of view of visual reception for the map user. It was decided to represent stairs more precisely, taking into account their real shape. Nowadays, the need to represent an exact course of the stairs, either round or multidirectional ones, which is insigni cant for the map itself, poses a serious diculty for the computer preparation. Table 6 contains structures such as a ramp, entrance to the underground level and access ramp for the disabled. When analysing the symbols, it can be concluded that:
• Ramp -has one, relatively invariable and clear symbol that has remained the same for all these years. From the user's point of view, the change which is the most di cult to understand is an innovative change in symbols between 2013 and 2015 for: veranda, porch, vestibule, entrance to the underground level and access ramp for the disabled. It seems that the creators of the symbols have forgotten that not only surveyors are the map users, but also industry professionals and average citizens who are parties to a construction procedure. In the current legal situation, surveyors frequently have problems with the correct identi cation of structures in the eld. This is due to excessive fragmentation in their nomenclature, which is really unnecessary from the point of view of the users of surveying data. This generates additional prob- 1998) lems with their interpretation based on maps, because each surveyor will use the classi cation of the structure and the resulting symbol on the map totally arbitrarily.
It is hard to imagine that map users, such as industry professionals and citizens to whom these maps are dedicated, will be able to clearly state what object is drawn next to a building. It will be particularly di cult if the same structures are displayed on the map, but from di erent periods of time, which is re ected in their di erent symbolic representations. Such a situation will result in serious inconsistencies in the cadastral data on buildings that is collected in the register.
In order to illustrate the changes taking place between individual provisions better, Figures 8 and 9 illustrate a hypothetical building with all the structures permanently attached to this building, presented on the map according to di erent regulations. It is possible to notice quickly how the evolution in the representation of individual structures proceeded, and how the actual buildings di er from one another. This is of great importance for the performance of as-built surveys of buildings, as a result of which it is mapped (Przewięźlikowska and Krzyżek, 2016; Krzyżek and Przewięźlikowska, 2017a,b) .
It is di cult to accept such frequent changes of symbols on the map. The recent ones, completely di erent from the previous symbols, are explained by IT companies as being able to be properly de ned on IT grounds. Even if it is so, computers are to serve geodesy, as it is in this case, and not vice versa. While analysing various examples of computer software operating on the surveying market, it is frequently the case that not all of them keep up with the changes in symbols (Mika et al., 2015) and in the interoperability in cadastral data (Mika, 2017) .
Conclusions
To maintain the consistency of cadastral information on buildings in Poland, there are conclusions regarding the modi cation of the attributes of buildings with respect to structures attached to buildings. Their number and level of detail signicantly a ect the ability to survey buildings in a reliable manner (Krzyżek and Przewięźlikowska, 2017a,b) . In particular the author proposes to introduce the following modi cations:
• removal of the vestibule object, • restoration of the canopy and an covered terrace objects, • the objects veranda, porch, covered terrace and canopy should have one symbol, or if they are surrounded by permanent walls -they should be included in the outline of the building.
The types of some structures permanently attached to buildings must be veri ed, as well as their number and symbolic representations. Table 7 presents these structures which are the most ambiguous to de ne, together with their proposed modi cation or removal of symbols to be used on the map. At the same time it is advisable to restore the symbols which are intuitively understandable for the recipient, especially for the users other than surveyors. The symbols currently occurring in the regulations are not as intuitive to the recipient as they used to be. This especially applies to such objects as: entrance to the underground level, vestibule and veranda. The proposals result from the comparative analysis of regulations containing the catalogue of symbols of the basic map, included in the Tables 4, 5 and 6 in force in Poland since 1969.
Too detailed speci cation of cadastral data on buildings in Poland destabilizes its cohesion (Przewięźlikowska, 2017) . This issue has already been discussed by Benduch et al. (2017a,b) . It suggests a general conclusion regarding the simpli cation of symbolic representations and attributes of any structures presented on surveying maps, i.e.:
• permanent structures -continuous thick line (e.g. a building), • structures not included in the outline, but permanent -continuous thin line (e.g. a terrace, plus a possible symbol of a roof), • structures which are not permanent -dashed line. 
